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Back in Peru!!! 

Hello my dear friends and family, 

It’s been almost two months now since I returned to Peru. God has allowed me to spend almost 2 

months in UK, one month in Romania and 2 days in France. The time in UK was so precious and it taught 

me a lot of things and just being there it was so eye opening to what is happening in the world. To see 

the desperate need and cry from the heart of those precious people who think they have it all and yet 

they are miserable, makes you weep and fall on your knees for them. I was so blessed to see P. Morley, 

P. Larry, Bev, Joyce, Cristina, Leo, Huey and other people reaching out to the lost to win them for Christ, 

to pluck them out from the eternal fire. Also every Sunday night I loved going to the Romanian church in 

N London. Pastor Jon Boyce and Pastor Raul Pescaru are heading the ministry and I was tremendously 

blessed by just being there, receiving the word, the fellowship and the love of the brothers and sisters.  

God also allowed me to see and spend time with every member of my family.  

The church in Brasov filled my eyes with tears of joy, such amazing people and such hunger for the 

Lord!!! We had a one week conference in a beautiful place close to Brasov. The theme was: the veil. The 

life that God has for us, a life of intimacy with Him can only be found behind the veil, the veil that He 

tore on the cross. The anointing was so obvious that it was hard to miss and not break the yokes.  

P. Stan, P. Jon. Jongil and David recently returned from a trip 

to build up the Churches in Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), Buenos 

Aires and Rosario (Argentina), Rancagua and Santiago (Chile). 

 Rio de Janeiro - Pastor Cliff Vincent. He’s the man of God 

who lives on “the Hill of the Goats” above the beaches of Rio 

and right under the tallest of the granite monoliths. Pastor 

Cliff has already knocked on each door (there are hundreds 

and hundreds of them) on “his hill” twice, and knows many of 

the families. He and his wife, Marcia, are pioneering the 

GGWO Church in Rio de Janeiro. 

For the sixth straight October, Pastor Lemos and the GGWO 

Church of Grand Bourg, Argentina invited them for their 

National Missions Conference 

From Buenos Aires, they traveled up to Rosario, for a couple 

nights of Bible Studies and beef with Daniel Gomez, the man 

who is pastoring our people there. Conference in Romania  1
st

 Baptism of the fruit 

from Bucharest 

P. Raul and his family        

The pastor of the Romanian 

church in London, together 

with P. Boyce 

Please pray with us for… 

*Bible college teachers, students and translations.  

*The annual ladies dinner. It’s a great opportunity to share the gospel 

and minister to many ladies. This year we will have room for 200 ladies. 

*A love and vision for the lost. 

*The Christmas drama and other skits we prepare.  

*The ministries in Lima and outside of Lima. For the leaders to rest in 

the Lord and not get weary.  

*The youth camp this month. I am happy to be part of a ministry that…Loves the Lord, Loves the Word and Loves the lost 

Amazing Bev evangelizing in 

London 

Pastor Drew’s visit after the trip 

to Brazil, Argentina and Chile  
First leader’s conference in Peru – 

20 men atended  


